
Brass Code

ZLRIMBRASS

Brass Code

ZLRIM-RESTRICTEDPLUG-BRASS

Chrome Code

ZLRIM-RESTRICTEDPLUG-CHROME

Nickel Code

ZLRIMCHROME

Overall Size

70mm

We have been asked many times to develop a budget Rim Cylinder, however 
we didn’t want to just launch something that was the same as what 

is currently already on the market. Instead we sat back, asked a lot of 
questions and sampled a lot of product. And now we have what we believe 

to be one of the best Rim Cylinders on the market! Each Rim Cylinder 
is 6 pin, and packed full of security features including our Patented 

anti-bump system, and anti -drill and anti-pick feature.

As an important added feature, the Rim Cylinders can be keyed 
alike to the UAP cylinders which is a very important requirement. 

Furthermore, we offer a full Master Suiting service for these products! 
So how good is the UAP Rim Cylinder?  
We think it is the best value for money, 

feature packed Rim Cylinder on the market!

Rim Cylinders

Restricted Keyway

Keyed alike 
in Pairs from 
stock or 
custom built

Mastersuites

Plug for RIM Cylinder Ð Restricted Keyway

Keying 
different 

sizes to the 
same key

Keying Thumbturns 
to Double Euro's
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ANTI BUMP
The cylinder has a unique 
and patented anti-bump 
system which does not 
use trap pins. This system 
makes the turning of th
cylinder key extra smooth.

ANTI DRILL
7  x  hardened  s tee l 
antiÐdrill pins are in 
each side of the cylinder.
Plus all moving pins are 
nickel plated hardened 
steel 50 HRC minimum.

ANTI PICK
Minimum of 3 antiÐpick 
pins in each side of 
the cylinder makes 
it extremely difficult 
for a common burglar 
to pick the cylinder.

Hardened steel key pins 
and driver pins add an 
antiÐdrill feature

Super smooth operation 
due to the unique 
antiÐbump timing pin 
system

Full keyed alike 
and mastersuite 
services available

Conforms to latest 
EN1303:2015 standards
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Rim Cylinders


